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6.) Okay so we know that massive star burn out faster than our sun.  How much bigger does the star have to be for 
life NOT to evolve? 

7.) How long will OUR sun be around?  __________   
Now write 20 or more words about the advantage of 
red dwarfs when it comes to evolving life: 
Give some specifics.

8.) So how much greater is the chance of life 
on planets in the future and why is this? (at least 20 words) 

9.)  What does "tidally locked" mean? (at least 20 words) 

10.) What kind of stars are 20 of the 30 nearest stars to us? 

Gravitational Waves Won the Physics Nobel Prize—Here's Why
1.) From the video that preceeds the article:  What is LIGO?  
Google LIGO and draw a simple sketch of it here ==> 

2.) Who first predicted gavitational waves?  ____________________  When? __________
3.) What the heck are gravity waves? (don't even try to draw a picture)

4.) What caused the gravity waves that LIGO (and these physicists) found 
in 2015 ans when did it happen?  (there is a nice graphic of it in the article) 

Okay to draw a labeled sketch ===> 

 5.) From the graphic: How many solar masses 
were needed to make enough energy for the gravitational wave? 

Are WE the earliest forms of life in the Universe? 



11a.)  If you have two identically functioning clocks, you can start them together, move them to different locations 
or along different paths,  then when you physically bring them back together how do they compare? 

11b.) Which one is right? 

12.) So how can we talk about the age of the universe when everything has it's own correct time? 

13.) Briefly discuss the two ways           Twin Paradox:    Gravitational Time Dilation:
to get clocks to disagree.  
Draw labeled sketches if you want:

14a.) What are the chances that we will avoid a 1°C (1.8°F) global temperature rise?

14b.) What will happen to many forests? (or . . . what is happening to the forests of California right now?)

14c.) How much fresh water are we going to lose?

15a.) What chance do we have to avoid a 2°C (3.6°) IF we reduce greenhouse 
gases by 60% over the next decade.

15b.)  What are the three cities that will be under water?

16.)  If it goes up 3°C (5.4°F)  Carbon Cycle Feedback begins.  Google an example of carbon cycle feedback  and 
write at least 40 words and or draw a labels sketch to describe Carbon Cycle Feedback.  What does it have to do 
with Le Chatelier's Principle? 

17.) What happens to the permafrost at 4°C (7.2°F) increase and why do we care? 

18.) What life form remains at a 6°C (10.8°F) increase?

The latest 2017 Global Warming Scenarios

If time is relative then how can we talk about how the universe is? 


